
CONTROL 
AND 
CHAOS
Cloud platform engineering
in hyper-growth



$ whois kenneth fiil
$  joined lunar september 2020

$  head of technology

$  experience from danske bank, research, CTO,  

     co-founder, developer, management consulting, 

     business development … a total of 13 years of fun

$  350 days since last push to product



500,000 
Customers in total

European Banking License issued 
in Denmark

Recently closed our Series D of €210m

650
Employees

€345m
Total amount raised

Series D   

15,000
Total number of Business 

Customers

Company founded in 2015

Stockholm

Oslo

Copenhagen

Aarhus

We have offices in 
these locations



SCALE & 
GROWTH 
HISTORY

HYPER

Platform 
Team Size

1 2 3 5 6



40 151FTE’s
24

100+

+80 hires within 12m

Releases per
day

Squads across 
4 hubs

On average more 
than

Deployments to 
production per 

day

450
μServices

More than

AWS, Azure, GCP
#3

Multi-cloud



Our Product is Tech
Tech is our Product
At LUNAR 
Everything is Technology



Computing may someday 
be organized as a public 
utility just as the 
telephone system 
is a public utility
- Professor John McCarthy, MIT centennial celebration, 1961



OutsourceAgile Lean Six Sigma



THE PLATFORM MISSION

Continuously accelerating our ability 
to deliver value to our customers with 
technology. 

We do this by building and maintaining 
a trusted self-service platform 
that empowers Lunar developers to 
move fast, easy, efficiently, compliant, 
and secure focusing on high quality, 
self-service access to enabling 
technology.
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HOW WE ORGANISE

* we do not use the Spotify “model”

Small decoupled, self-contained and autonomous teams that owns their own destiny
we call this “squads on a mission” *

Astronaut stickers created by Yellowline - Flaticon

https://www.flaticon.com/free-icons/astronaut


HOW WE THINK

Love icons created by Freepik - Flaticon

"You build it, you run it" 

We encourage mistakes

Fast feedback loops

People over process

https://www.flaticon.com/free-icons/love


Managed solutions 
where it makes sense

Managed solutions 
where it makes sense

HOW WE BUILD

Cloud agnostic and open source

Reconciliation and agents rather than configuration management

Managed solutions 
where it makes sense

Application 
Platform

Data 
Platform

Self-service platform for developers to consume

Application & 
DevEx Platform



TREAT DEVELOPERS AS 
CUSTOMERS, BY APPLYING A 
PRODUCT MINDSET TO THE 

ENGINEERING PLATFORM AND 
TOOLING



WE          DEVELOPERS



Operating and Managing Platform and Infrastructure by Code

Source: GitOps Working Group Update - Cornelia Davis (KubeCon EU 2021)

desired state 
expressed 

declaratively

stored in a way that 
supports versioning, 

immutability of versions, 
and retains a complete 

version history

software agents 
continuously, and 

automatically, compare 
a systems actual state to 

its desired state

all changes are audited and no 
access to production systems is 
needed (ideally) 

Desired 
state Agent Actual 

state



release-
daemon

DEV

release-
daemon

STAGING

release-
daemon

PROD

Config 
Repository

release-
manager

Continuous 
Integration

Artifact 
Storage

Developer

Developer/
Operator

Code Repository

de
v/r
ele
as
es

staging/releases

prod/releases

Report state changes

Listens for 
changes

Pushes source 
code Triggers

build

Promote/
Release

Notify state 
changes

Commit 
Artifacts to env 

directory



Welcome to the 
new normal
Production 
clusters as 
Herds of cattles 
instead of pets LUCY

TANGO

COW-001 COW-002 COW-003

COW-001 COW-002 COW-003



Let’s talk about the elephant in the room

WHY 
MULTI-CLOUD?





MULTI-CLOUD SUPPORT THE LUNAR 
GROWTH STRATEGY

Ensure a cloud agnostic platform to support acquisitions and mergers

MULTI-CLOUD GIVES ACCESS TO FIT FOR 
PURPOSE TECHNOLOGY

Utilize the best offerings of each cloud provider. 
Avoid vendor lock-in for leaner exit strategies



HOW WE 
MEASURE 
SUCCESS



2 - 5 MIN
to launch a new service in production



1 - 6 WEEKS
to validate a change was useful to the customers



4 - 8 WEEKS
to become productive on a new team, 

most developers have pushed to production within the first week



NORTHSTAR METRICS

We release on-demand, on 
average above 40 times 

per day, including 
weekends, holidays etc.

How long it take to go from 
code committed to code 
successfully running in 

production.

We favour failing forward 
but do see some rollbacks.

The percentage of 
changes to production or 

released to users results in 
degraded service.

Deployment 
Frequency

Lead Time for 
Changes

Time to restore 
service

Change Failure 
Rate

> 40 5 min 5 min < 5%



Feedback loop metrics can clearly show how developer effectiveness is improved or worsened 
and if your should change your practices to keep up with the competitors.

Cloud computing is simply the shift from generic products to commodities. 
If you treat commodity activities as innovation, you will be stuck trying to catch up.

=sum(A1:26)
Cloud is not about the tech or business model but the practices that it enables.

Changing practices means your universal principles of operating, values (things you do) 
and behaviours (actions taken to support your values)

Practices we have in Lunar to succeed

Treat developers as customers, applying a product mindset

Stand on the shoulders of giants, open source matters

Treat everything as code - gitops workflows, 
immutable, declarative Infrastructure as Code

Optimize for fast feedback loops and apply the principles of flow



THANK 
YOU

reach me at kfi@lunar.app or linkedin.com/in/kfiil




